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ZIMBRA EMAIL & COLLABORATION
MODERN UI

Unleash the Power of Productivity with Zimbra Modern UI

Embrace a modern, sleek, and user-friendly email solution. Discover why Zimbra Modern UI is the 
ultimate choice for individuals and businesses looking to optimize their productivity. 

What is Modern Web App?
Zimbra is a full-featured messaging and collaboration solution that includes email, address book, calendaring, tasks, and Web 

document authoring.

Zimbra comes with a Modern Web App that is a new-age email application usable from virtually any device or screen size. It is Zimbra comes with a Modern Web App that is a new-age email application usable from virtually any device or screen size. It is 

secure, flexible, and scalable to meet spikes in demand and comes with a built-in rich user experience.

Responsive Design
By following Responsive Web Design principles, Zimbra's Modern Web Application ensures that users get a consistent experience 

and full functionality across all their devices. Instead of forcing users to adapt to completely different interfaces, the Modern Web 

App lets them engage with the same interface everywhere while it adapts to them.

Advanced Features
Enjoy real-time notifications, so you never miss an important message or meeting again. The drag-and-drop functionality Enjoy real-time notifications, so you never miss an important message or meeting again. The drag-and-drop functionality 

enables you to effortlessly manage your emails, attachments, and calendar events. The powerful search capabilities make 

finding specific emails or contacts a quick and hassle-free process.

Several features are unique to the Modern Web App and are not available in the Classic Web App:

• Installable as a Progressive Web App

• QR Code for easier configuration of two-factor authentication

• User preference for Date and Time formats

• Unified calendar & tasks• Unified calendar & tasks

• Special-purpose calendars, e.g. Holiday Calendar (via Zimlet)

• Basic & Advanced Filters in Settings

• Advanced Pasting from Office Documents in the composer

Customization and Extensibility
Like the Zimbra Web Client, Zimbra's Modern Web Application 

supports branding and customization of colors, fonts, logos, 

and external site navigation - but unlike Classic, Modern 

Zimlets can be supported across all devices.

Exclusive and custom features can be delivered using the Exclusive and custom features can be delivered using the 

new Zimlet framework. 

Security & Privacy at its Core
Zimbra is built with security and reliability at its core, necessary to keep the information, identities, applications, and devices 

safe. Zimbra’s dependable server infrastructure also provides the privacy and data sovereignty Zimbra customers have come to 

expect, and in many cases, require.


